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The theory is the perpetrators might have left their calling card, symbolically, and this symbolism is
scattered through history, especially 9-11, and that this trail of symbolic evidence, seems to lead us far
back into history. Interpretation of these historical fossils suggests 9-11 was retaliation for something
big, maybe the Civil War, or maybe Big OIL, or maybe somtin else. Theory suggests that 9-11 was an
inside job, plotted decades ago, before the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955.




















9-11 occurred 46 years after the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, and a Big OIL Trust was
busted up in 1911, 46 years after the civil war. The Trust was busted up by the 1890 SAA act, and
9.11 was 90 years after 1911.
AA11 hit the north tower at 846, after a 46 minute flight, and the 9-11 president was born in 1946,
and did own an OIL company.
Also JFK was 46 when he was hit. JFK was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock
crash, and in 1911 Big OIL was busted into 34 pieces, and JFK was shot on his 34th month as prez,
and his wife was 34 years old. The 9.11 prez 43 is the reverse of 34. There was a 34 hour volley over
Fort Sumter, which opened the Civil war, and Lincoln was inaugurated on 3-4.
AA77 hit the pentagon 34 minutes after the south tower was hit at 903 am. AA77 hit at 937 and the
Big Oil founder died in 1937, and in 1911 he was worth 900M and the twin towers cost 900M.
The 1929 Stock crash was 64 years after the Civil War, Lee’s estate was turned into a cemetary in
1864, and the next presidents initials in 1933 was the 6th , 4th , and 18th letter. His inauguration
speech had 1929 words. 1929 is 18 years after 1911. 64 is the reversal of 46. The 9-11 president
wore fireman hat #164. In 1964 Jack Ruby (born 1911) said from his cell, “A whole new form of
government is going to take over the country”. AA77 had 64 passengers when it hit the pentagon.
10-29-1929 was 12 days and 12 years after the Bolsheviks 10-17-1917. The 12th letter is L, and that
translates to 90.
Robert E Lee’s first campaign was on Cheat Hill on 9-11-1861, 80 years later the pentagon begins on
9-11-1941, and 140 years later its 9-11-2001.
In 1864 Lee’s estate was turned into a cemetery, and graves lined the perimeter of the rose garden
in Arlington to prevent Lee’s return. Robert E lee’s name is reversed in the name of WTC engineer.
All 4 flights reversed course.
Robert E Lee became fatally ill on the 9th month for 14 days, and first WTC hit was 14 till 9, and in
1975 a fire damaged floors 9 thru 14.
AA77 hit the pentagon on 9-11, on a newly constructed façade. The KKK was founded to ‘to avenge
the Yankee government of reconstruction’. Smiling Jimmy, the founder of a construction company,
came into power in 1977, the 100th anniversary of Reconstruction 1877. The WTC construction
supervisor was on floor 77. Also Robert E Lee was born on 1807, and died 1870, and Reconstruction
ended 1877.
9-11 was 33 years after construction began on WTC. There were 233 passengers and 33 crew
members, on the 9-11 flights. 11+11+11 = 33.
Robert E. Lee, became fatally ill 5 years and 5 months, after surrendering at Appomattox.
The president during 9-11 was 55 years old, and was elected 55 years after world war II.
According to news accounts during 9-11, the president was notified twice, 5 till, and 5 after 9am, so
that’s 5 5 again.








This means 855 was the first notice, and the president left Sarasota 55 min after the 2nd notice.
5 till & 5 after 9, is also the 11th sign and the 9th sign of the zodiac, a symbolic reversal of 9.11?
Also the 34th president initials IKE seem to translate to 9-11-5.
Also 9-11 was 90 years after 1911, and the 2nd hit on 9-11 was at 903 am. Then there was the UA93
crash, and 1993 was the year the WTC was bombed. Also 90 degrees forms the letter L, which seems
to mean AL for Abraham Lincoln. JFK was shot on Elm street. The letter L is also 12.
1929 stock crash was under the 31st president, and 9-11 was 131 years after Robert E lee’s death.
31 is the reverse of 13 (the 13th amendment abolished slavery). The 9-11 president returned to DC
on 8-31, 11 days before 9-11.

In 1863, the slaves were 3/5 citizen, and the 35th president was shot in 1963. Lee was 63 when he died.
3/5 is also 60%, and 9-11 was the 60th anniversary of the pentagons construction. JFK was elected in
1960, and the UKA formed in 1960 for 35 years. UKA translates to 21111, the number of soldiers
entombed at the tomb of the unknown soldier, at Lee’s former estate. AA11 translates to 1111.
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